Creating a *Nothing But Nets* Netraiser Team is easy!


2. Click “New Netraisers – Sign up” on the left side of the page.

3. Select the affiliation **Chicago Elementary Schools**.

4. Check “A Team Captain” (After set-up, friends and family can click “A Team Member” to join the team).

5. Choose your team name, and optionally, a team description and/or a team photo. Then select a team fundraising goal.

6. Enter your first and last name, address, phone number, and e-mail. Then set the team captain username and password.

7. Confirm your information.

8. Now you can customize your page or leave it as is.

9. Enter your e-mail address or choose a *Nothing But Nets* e-mail address as the sender of the team announcement. (If you chose the *Nothing But Nets* e-mail address, enter the contacts to receive the e-mail.)

10. Your new team page is created!